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Providing career advice is a complex 
process that combines: 

1. Analysing the personality and interests of the child 
2. Revealing the full range of education/training options 
3. Projecting potential employment outcomes
4. The promise of satisfaction, fulfilment and reward 
5. Consideration of the family’s financial resources 
6. Involvement of parents, teachers, advisers, peers 
7. Guidance, emotional support and practical experience
8. Delivery of a path, plan and objective
9. Engagement, motivation and autonomy of the child 



Provide students, their parents, teachers and advisors with a 
flight-deck to take control of the education selection process 

 
Use computer gaming techniques to engage and empower young people

A conceptual approach was defined



MAKE B2B SUBSCRIPTION VIABLE

MAKE B2C SUBSCRIPTION VIABLE
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ENGAGEMENT & GAMIFICATION

PROFILING & MATCHING

POTENTIAL CAREER OUTCOMES

GRANTS & BUDGETING

COSTS & BORROWING

university
technical college

vocational 
apprenticeships

armed forces
employment training

courses
internships
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Product development structure

The product is structured to deliver a 
subscription revenue business model



To successfully enter a market means
defining a space in which to be unique

immersive 
beautiful 
engaging
enjoyable 
effective 

enlightening
private & personal

compelling
habit-forming

accessible
memorable
affordable



A few brands have purpose designed 
mobile apps or responsive websites



Teens are not actually addicted to their 
phones they are addicted to games and 
engagement with social media...

According to the study, 60% of teens—those between the ages of 13 to 17—say 
that spending too much time online is a “major” problem facing their age group, 
with about nine in 10 teens dubbing it a problem. More than half of teens (54%) 
say they spend too much time on their cellphones, and 41% say they overdo it on 
social media. According to Common Sense Media, teens spend an average of 
nine hours a day online, compared to about six hours for those aged eight to 12

... Any way you cut it, it’s a lot of time staring at a screen.

< https://qz.com/1367506/pew-research-teens-worried-they-spend-too-much-time-on-phones/ >



Teens do have access to large screens



Teens do get support from their parents



Parents do like to engage with their kids



The Smart-TV screen is an opportunity



Why children spend time online
Among those who watch both YouTube and TV programmes on a TV set, nearly half of 
children aged 12-15 (49%) prefer watching content on YouTube. Children in the study 
overwhelmingly preferred watching YouTube (almost all children watched it daily) and Netflix, 
to any other platforms. The study found most of the children’s viewing on YouTube fell into 
three broad categories: 1. Tutorials on the hobbies and passions 2. Vloggers and community, 
3. Sensory videos. Many children enjoyed videos which included ‘satisfying’ noises – such as 
other people making and playing with slime, or opening presents. 

< www.ofcom.org.uk/about-ofcom/latest/media/media-releases/2019/why-children-spend-time-online >

Prefer to watch YouTube video

Prefer to watch TV on a televison set

Like both the same

Don’t know not sure



Career advice is too complex for mobile



About Kudos from Cascaid Software

https://www.cascaid.co.uk/products/kudos/



Xello/Cascaid/Kudos = £25m+ revenue 

https://www.cascaid.co.uk/news-case-studies/xello-cascaid-join-forces-strengthen-impact-future-readiness/

Kudos is a career planning computer program used mostly in schools for young people 
deciding on their career choices and what qualifications they may need for particular career 
paths. It is designed primarily for use in the United Kingdom, and is used by public and 
government-operated schools. It is aimed at students aged 13–20 years. The Kudos software 
is available online formats. It is one of a range of career resources produced by CASCAiD, a 
Loughborough University company. 
 
Overview

Young people answer a set of 50 questions, followed by a further 67 questions should the 
user wish to do so. The responses for each question could be one of five answers: dislike very 
much, dislike, does not matter, like and like very much. This will then give the person a list of 
careers that match their preferences from the questions.

They can then click on these careers and it will enable them to look at the aspects of the 
career and the qualifications needed for it.  
Source: < https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kudos_(computer_program) >



Personality profiling is a common app

www.ucas.com/careers/buzz-quiz



Integrated mobile app to capture data 

IMAGES 
& VIDEO 
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Usable on tablet, laptop and desktop



Which design has more teen appeal?



Bootstrap to working prototype 

1. Progress launch bundle to functional modules of: 
    University, Profiling, Interests, Career and Portfolio;

2. Develop and integrate into the apps a range of ‘micro’ 
 games that allow the user to evaluate themselves;

3. Prepare a sophisticated backend resource to present 
 factual data and collect user behavioural data;

4. Progress to ‘private’ user trials as soon as possible;

5. Identify partners to progress development of  
 gamefication, machine learning, A.I. capabilities.  



Continue to seek a funding source 

1. Affinity business (Games, recruitment, education)

2. Business sponsor (Technology/Machine Learning) 
 (seeking lateral expansion.diversification

3. Crowd-funding (non-equity platform)

4. Sponsorship/endoresment 
 (Brand that wants to enhance image in youth market)

5. GovStart programme

6. Tech Development Grant 
 
Note: Angel funding is not being considered



Prototype Production Worklist 

1. Prepare update of University database;
2. Comparison personality profiles of historic figures; 
  film stars, business people, authors, creatives;
3. Build wireframe of Armed Forces section; 
4. Build interfaces of Personality, Interests and Career;
5. Construction Backend;
6. Convert University module to become Vocational;
7. Transfer Registration elements from mobile;
8. Construct basic Portfolio “drag and drop” module;
9. Organise User Trials with school/parents get feedback.



Promotion & Marketing Worklist 

1. Shoot videos of users operating Selfsuite;
2. Set-up animation software to produce demo footage;
3. Edit footage to produce explainer videos; 
4. Update social media posts to Selfsuite branding;
5. Devise launch promotion;
6. Devise press/blog release;
7. Set-up Selfsuite Careers Advice blog;
8. Convert YouTube channel to Selfsuite;
9. Convert Instagram profile to Selfsuite;
10. Seek FMCG promotional tie-in campaign.



Development reality check... 

“No-one knows anything for certain. 
It’s best to build the product you believe in, 

give it your best shot and learn from experience. 
Whatever anyone says, what works and is liked, 

will always be decided by the user.” 

Glenn Greenhill 

“You can’t just ask customers what they want and 
then try to give that to them. By the time you get it 
built, they’ll want something new.” Steve Jobs



selfsuite.com
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